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Recently someone asked me what I meant by the term "Greek mindset," especially 

when used in contradistinction to the term "Hebraic mindset." This is a complicated question, 

of course, and entire books have been written on the subject.  By way of response, however, 

I wrote the following exploratory article where I attempt to look at a few of the basic 

distinctions.    

Pilate: "So you are a king?" 

Yeshua: "Yes. For this purpose I was born and for this purpose I have come into the world -- 

to bear witness to the truth. Everyone who is of the truth listens to my voice." 

Pilate: "What is truth?" 

Yeshua: (silence) 

The problem with attempting to understand the "Greek mindset" is twofold: 1) it is so all-

pervasive that it lies below the threshold of our daily assumptions, and 2) ironically, the very 

attempt to define it is a function of the Greek mindset itself.... 

To begin to understand some of this, we need to go back to ancient Greece and appreciate 

its tremendous influence in western intellectual history. The modern university, for example, 

was modeled after the ideals of Plato's Academy in which (it was hoped) the entire "universe" 

would be explained within its halls.  For Plato (428-348 BCE), this meant apprehending 

unchanging universals (εἶδος, forms, ideas) that were believed to be revealed to the rational 

intellect through a process of "dialectical abstraction."  The everyday world of particulars is 

always in a state of flux.  Inferences regarding its objects are really just opinions based on 

sensations. The "real world" is the supra-sensible realm of ideals, and inferences regarding 

these objects constitute true and abiding knowledge (ἐπιστήμη).  The highest of all ideals is 

that of "the Good," the transcendent source of all value in the universe. 

To the Greek mind, truth (ἀλήθεια) is generally understood as "justified true belief," that is, a 

matter of correspondence between our mental states (or language) and reality. The idea of 



justification means that the proper use of language yields a well-defined object of 

correspondence: if there's truth about the physical world, that world exists, just as if there is 

truth about the ideal world, that world likewise exists.  This led to a sort of dualism in both 

nature and in man -- there is the real and the ideal; the "is" and the "ought," and so on. The 

world of Forms is the true, high, and good world; this world of incessant flux is a "copy" that 

"participates" in the heavenly realm.  

One famous example Plato used was that of a triangle (the Meno). Mathematics can 

demonstrate a triangle's essential properties, but these properties are not directly 

experienced in any particular triangles you might encounter. Only by apprehending the "idea 

of triangle" can we classify if this particular thing partakes of the essence of triangularity. 

Essential ideas are regarded as something innate that were lost in the soul's "descent" into 

this world.  Education - literally "leading out of [the cave of ignorance]" - is a process of the 

soul's "recollection" of forgotten ideas as mediated through the services of an intellectual 

midwife (i.e., teacher)....  In the Republic, Plato illustrates these concepts using the metaphor 

of the sun, the divided line, and the allegory of the cave. 

Plato's most famous pupil was Aristotle, who later became the tutor of Alexander the Great. 

Aristotle attempted to redirect the thinking of his mentor by insisting that universals (forms, 

ideas, etc.) are to be found -- not in some abstract realm -- but in the particular things 

themselves.  We come to know, in other words, by abstracting from the particulars we observe 

to form a more general understanding of a thing's formal or essential nature. 

In either case, however, the business of the mind is to understand things in terms of their 

(static) generalized essences. There is appearance and there is reality, and this fundamental 

distinction led to a radical subject/object dualism that tied logic to the knowing subject. 

Taxonomies, categories, precision in definition, the use of logic, etc., were meant to 

penetrate the inner meaning of existence to discover its universal and timeless truths. God or 

heaven, for these ancient Greeks, was an "Unmoved Mover" or an infinite Mind that 

contemplated its own inner perfection. Even the word "theology" itself (θεὸς + λόγος) is 

regarded as the "science of a god," a systematic (and rational) presentation of the idea of 

god according to the dialectic of human reason.  Hence we see Plato's theology of the Good 

and Aristotle's Unmoved Mover take their place as the overarching metaphysical 

explanation of the ground of reality itself. 



Most of western thought -- including ideas about language and logic, natural science, 

mathematics, ethics, jurisprudence, politics, aesthetics, theology, and so on, draws from this 

tradition, and much has been subconsciously adopted into the educational technologies of 

the west for thousands of years. So enormous has been the influence of Plato that Alfred 

North Whitehead once remarked that "the safest general characterization of the European 

philosophical tradition is that it consists of a series of footnotes to Plato" (Process and 

Reality). And since the early Roman church was led by orators and others schooled in 

classical Greek thought (i.e., Hellenism), many of the basic assumptions of the Greeks were 

implicitly integrated into the earliest forms of Christian theology.  Paradoxically (and perhaps 

tragically) the early western church therefore became a carrier of the legacy of ancient pagan 

thinking. Thus we find two of the greatest theologians of the Christian world - Augustine 

and Thomas Aquinas - attempting to synthesize Greek philosophy with the Scriptures 

(Augustine following Plato and Aquinas following Aristotle). It's not empty blather, 

therefore, to suggest that the western Church eventually absorbed as much from Athens as 

it did from Jerusalem. 

The Hebraic mindset, on the other hand, was not concerned with these abstract ideas of the 

ancient Greeks. Because of the direct revelation of YHVH (יהוה), reality was regarded in 

terms of divine encounter, dialog, antinomy, paradox, mystery, and so on. Hebrew thinking 

therefore tended to be more dynamic, more poetic, more dramatic, more "phenomenological" 

(based on appearances), and more impassioned than that of the ancient Greeks.  Just as the 

ancient Hebrews did not ask, "What is truth?" or "What is the nature of the good?", neither 

did they ask "What is time?" To the Hebrew mind, time is rooted in historical experiences 

such as the Exodus from Egypt and other "appointed events" (moedim).  Time is therefore 

linked not so much to chronology as it is to spiritual significance. Therefore the Exodus 

event is reenacted every year during Pesach, the giving of the Torah at Shavuot, and so on. 

Unlike Greek speculations about time as a substance or medium or "dimension," in Hebrew 

thinking events are the focus, not the supposed substratum for these events. 

Since the Hebrews dealt with the drama of Divine revelation that was eventually committed 

to writing (i.e., the Torah), hermeneutics and interpretation became important in their overall 

perspective.  The study of narrative, the layered sense of meanings, the focus on action 

(rather than static being), the application Divine law to particular cases, etc., were the result 

of interpreting the transcendent and immanent within everyday life.  This explains (in part) 

why Judaism has never been strongly represented in the realm of Greek philosophy and 



philosophical theology. Jewish Theology has been conditioned by debate, discussion, and 

dialog -- all within a shared sense of communal tradition. Consider the Talmud, for instance, 

where we see ongoing debate and discussion regarding matters of Jewish law alongside 

midrash and homiletic literature.  This can be summed in the expression, shiv'im panim 

laTorah: "the Torah has 70 faces," meaning that different perspectives on paradoxical 

issues should all be given their voice: 

     Mordcha: Why should I break my head about the outside world?  Let the outside world 

break its own head. 

    Tevye: He is right… 

    Perchik: Nonsense. You can't close your eyes to what's happening in the world. 

    Tevye: He's right. 

    Rabbi's pupil: He's right, and he's right. They can't both be right! 

    Tevye: You know, you are also right! 

    [From Fiddler on the Roof] 

 

To the Hebrew mind, reality is the handiwork of a single all-knowing, all-powerful, and 

Supreme Creator who has personally revealed Himself to key individuals in human history. 

As such, reality is intensely, overwhelmingly, and even hauntingly personal... Truth therefore 

is a matter of trust -- not abstract knowledge -- whereas "knowledge" is primarily about 

practical ethics, moral obligation, and cult practices (i.e., Temple worship). For the Hebrew 

mind, truth is more akin to moral fidelity than it is to propositional correspondence; it is more a 

matter of the heart than of the head... 

From its earliest days in Rome, the Greek mindset has been hugely influential in shaping the 

vision of the "church" -- its structure, mission, "theology," and its ways of doing business.  

The roles of the earliest "Church fathers" and apologists is a study of Greek oratory and 

dialectic. And even though the so-called "Reformation" of the church in the 16th century 

tried to restore a primitive Christian expression, it failed (ironically enough) because it went 

back to ancient Greek humanism rather than to the Jewish roots of the Christian faith. The 

ideal of Zion as a real, physical future continued to be allegorized, just as the Church 



continued to mistakenly regard itself as "Israel." Perhaps the greatest exegetical fallacy was 

the veneration of absolutist forms of theology -- a Greek legacy that comes more from the 

Academy of Plato than it does from Moses... This is the hubris of "Greek philosophical 

theology" and explains in no small measure the various disagreements among Christian 

"denominations" that persist to this day. 

Of course, much of this entire discussion is a bit artificial, especially in light of the fluidity of 

cultures and the fact that Hellenization affected the Jews as much as other people groups. 

Hellenistic Judaism, for example, sought to syncretize Hebraic-Jewish religious tradition 

with the culture and language of the Greeks. The major literary product of the contact of 

Judaism and Hellenistic culture was the Targum Hashiv'im (Septuagint or LXX). 

Therefore we see the Jewish theologian Philo of Alexandria (c. 50 BCE) attempting to 

synthesize Plato with Moses, just as Maimonides (1135-1204) later attempted to synthesize 

Aristotle with traditional Jewish dogma.  The same sort of syncretism is found in Islamic 

theology as well. 

Christian theology has always had those among its ranks who, like the Hebrew Maccabees, 

opposed syncretism with the Greeks. For example, the early church leader and orator 

Tertullian (160-220 CE) once quipped, "What does Athens have to do with Jerusalem?" 

His question was meant to suggest that matters of faith and matters of speculative reason 

are in different "worlds," and that the Christian was to live according to the dogmas of faith 

(Tertullian is also attributed with saying, "I believe because it is absurd").  This approach is 

sometimes called fideism ("faith-ism") and is usually contrasted with "natural theology" (i.e., 

the idea that knowledge of God can be attained through reason alone -- apart from special 

revelation).  Tertullian might have gone too far in his reaction against reason, however, since 

he later became something of a theological absurdist whose mysticism promoted the errors of 

replacement theology. Ironically his separation of "Athens from Jerusalem" made the latter a 

mystical ideal of the Gentile world rather than the promised hope of the Jewish people. But 

that's another story.... 

 It's also important to keep in mind that some churches today are not entirely devoid of the 

Hebrew mindset, even if they tend to use Greek categories and creedal formulas to express 

their faith... After all, these churches read Jewish literature on a weekly basis (i.e., the Bible), 

even if they read it sometimes with a "Hellenized accent".... Moreover, not all ancient Greek 

thinking and culture is bad. In addition to its literary and artistic genius, the reason Greek 



thought has become so intractable is because the use of formal logic, clear thinking, artistic 

perfectionism, etc., can often be quite helpful, for obvious reasons. But please do not think 

that I am advocating any form of "gnosticism" that an individual "must" understand the 

Hebrew mindset in order to attain salvation.... Groups that claim that we must follow the 

teachings of the Jewish rabbis and sages are essentially cultist in their orientation.... These 

are false teachers -- wolves in sheep's clothing.  On the other hand, it is undeniably true that 

most Gentile churches are steeped in Greek theological presuppositions and are therefore 

ignorant of the meaning of the inherent Jewishness of their faith.. They are often 

(unwittingly?) at variance with the teaching of the Jewish Scriptures, celebrating "Easter" 

and "Christmas" services, arguing over theological minutiae and creeds, yet missing the 

greater prophetic message of the Torah and the Jewish moedim.... 

When Pilate asked "What is truth?" Yeshua replied with silence. Yeshua did not come to 

speculate like Socrates and to dialog about abstractions... No, He came to reveal the Face 

of God... On the other hand, when Yeshua spoke to His disciples - just before his 

impending death as the Passover Lamb of God - he said, "I am the way, the truth, the life..." 

He did not mean this in the Greek sense, of course, since that would have been absurd, but 

he rather presupposed a Jewish mindset regarding His identity and the salvation purposes 

of God (i.e., Zion). 

 

  



Hebraic vs Western Thinking  
P.R. Otokletos 

Western Approach Hebraic Approach 

Life analyzed in precise categories so that it 

can be controlled. 

Everything blurs into everything else. Life 

happens and it is not controllable by us. 

A distinct split between natural & 

supernatural 

Supernatural affects everything. There are 

causal impacts between the two. 

Linear logic thought process Contextual logic thought process 

"Libertarian Individualism" is paramount Kingdom/Nation of primary importance 

Equality of persons 
Value comes from place in hierarchies and 

relationship with G_D 

Freedom orientation – personal determinism 
Security oriented – trust = tangible 

protection received from G_D 

Competition is good Cooperation is G_D’s design 

Human-centered universe 
God/nation/tribe/family-centered 

universe 

Worth of person based on money/material 

possessions/power 

Worth derived from relationships (family, 

community) … Kingdom contribution 

Biological life sacred 
Creation is paramount and then 

Social/Kingdom life is next 

Chance + cause & effect limit what can 

happen 

God can cause anything to happen in His 

universe 

  



Man rules nature through understanding and 

applying laws of science & logic 

God rules everything, so relationship with 

God determines how things turn out. 

Power over others achieved through 

business, politics and human organizations. 

Power is structured by the social patterns 

ordained by God. 

All that exists is the material 
The universe is filled with interactive  

powerful spirit beings 

Linear time divided into neat segments. 

Each event is new like a flowing river. 

Cyclical or spiraling time. Similar events 

constantly reoccur and do so simultaneously. 

History is recording facts objectively and 

chronologically. 

History reveals and preserves significant 

truths in meaningful or memorable ways. 

Oriented to the near future 
Oriented to lessons of history and 

relationship with G_D 

Change is good = progress … based on 

relative norms of majority 

Change is bad = destruction of traditions 

and degradation of truths … G_D defines 

eternal unchanging standards. 

Universe evolved by chance Universe created by God 

Universe dominated and controlled by 

science and technology 

God gave man stewardship over his earthly 

creation. Man accountable to G_D. 

Material goods = measure of personal 

achievement. Status determined by 

achievement 

Material goods = measure of God’s blessing. 

Status determined by relationship with 

G_D 

Blind faith Revelation-based faith 

Time as points on straight line ("at this point 

in time…" 

Time determined by divine appointment ("In 

the day that the Lord did…") 



Some thoughts: 

The cursory information herein was provided simply so that a basic understanding 

between the traditional Greek (Western) thought framework and that of the Hebraic 

(Eastern) thought framework might be realized. 

It must be noted that very few Westerners perform diligence with respects to the 

“thought framework” that has been instilled within us. Unfortunately we are 

indoctrinated from birth into a world that informs us that there is one unified thought 

framework. Unfortunately for Christian adherents there is no institutional divulgence 

that this same Greek/Hellenistic thought framework has molded and shaped the faith 

for the last 1800 years … with significant consequences that are quite frankly not 

positive. 

Sadly there is a fundamental failure to recognize that the culture and environment in 

which the revelation of G_D’s Word was given was quite frankly not a Hellenistic 

framework but a Hebraic/Jewish framework. In fact as we see detailed in the Book 

of the Maccabees … it was Hellenism that posed the greatest threat to Israel’s 

existence in its entire history … death via syncretism and assimilation into the empire. 

Ironically this same threat ultimately took foothold within the faith … in the form of 

Christianity. Now today … centuries later here we are and the purported believers 

themselves do not even know that they are Hellenists … philosophers … raised as such 

from birth! 

At some point in time people need to become cognizant of these influences and 

recognize that these thought frameworks are not just different … they are 

incompatible.  

For a more detailed discourse regarding this topic please refer to Book #2 – 

Mystery Babylon Exposed at this Web-site under the Author’s Books Section. 

 

Shalom Aleichem … P.R. Otokletos 


